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Abstract

Sand and gravel deposits from the Atlantic coasts of southwest Britain, Brittany and western Ireland are identified as potential indicators of historic (post-AD 1000) ocean-sourced high-energy events, such as storm surges and tsunami. This is an important historic period as it includes the climatic perturbations of the Medieval Warm Period and the Little Ice Age, and also seismogenic events, such as the Lisbon tsunami of 1755. Ten new sites are identified from various coastal settings and dated using eight new radiocarbon dates alongside previously published data. Generally, sites do not appear to record multiple high-energy events, suggesting that either only the most extreme and/or recent events are registered. A number of radiocarbon dates from marine shell yield modern ages when corrected for the marine reservoir effect. Rather than necessarily indicating recent deposition, this may reflect a poor understanding of terrestrial carbon input into coastal and estuarine waters, and the practice of applying broad regional AR values at the local scale. Two groupings of radiocarbon dates are recognised; a Medieval Group and a Post-Medieval Group, which might reflect events within known climatic perturbations and/or tsunami occurrences. These events may include the Lucia Flood of 1287, the All Saint’s Day Flood of 1570, the 1607 Flood, the Great Storm of 1703, and the Lisbon tsunami. Some older (pre-AD 1000) deposits indicate the potential to construct frequency/magnitude records of high-energy events throughout the Holocene. Data presented here support the view that salt marshes within the Bristol Channel and Severn Estuary were completely eroded away early in the 17th century.
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1. Introduction

The Atlantic coast of Northwest Europe is affected by ocean-sourced high-energy events, such as storm conditions (Lamb, 1991) and, to an unknown but lesser extent, tsunami (Dawson et al., 2004; Bryant and Haslett, 2007). Both are known to have impacted the physical landscape and human infrastructure of the region (Lamb, 1991; Dawson et al., 2004). The occurrence of such high-energy events is relatively well recorded for the last few centuries, however, historical meteorologists have poured over diaries and other obscure documents to establish older historic events (Lamb, 1991). Here we explore the archive provided by the sedimentary record along wave-dominated coasts of southwest Britain, Ireland and Brittany, specifically searching for high-energy deposits laid down within the post-AD 1000 period with a view to identifying sites for further investigation and ultimately adding to our understanding of the frequency and magnitude of high-energy events within the region. The post-AD 1000 period is particularly interesting as it includes known climatic perturbations, such as the Medieval Warm Period (Hughes and Diaz, 1994) and the Little Ice Age (Grove, 2004), and as well as the 1755 Lisbon seismogenic tsunami that is known to have affected the region (Chester, 2001).
Of particular interest to us is the Bristol Channel and Severn Estuary, in southwest Britain (Figure 1), which together comprise a funnel-shaped embayment that possesses a tidal range in excess of 14 m. This coastal configuration and tidal setting enhances surge heights related to storms tracking east and northeastward through the region and so may be especially sensitive to Atlantic high-energy events. A number of historic storms have produced surges that have caused widespread flooding in adjacent coastal wetlands, such as in 1703 and 1981 (Proctor and Flather, 1989). The most severe historic coastal flood to affect this region occurred on 30th January 1607, which many historic writers consider to have been caused by a storm. However, Bryant and Haslett (2003) review contemporary accounts, alongside published physical anomalies from the region, and raise the possibility that the 1607 flood was due to a tsunami. Although this theory has been much debated recently (e.g. DEFRA, 2005; Eldred, 2005; Haslett and Bryant, 2005; Keys, 2005; McGuire, 2005; Robinson, 2005; Horsburgh and Horritt, 2006; Bryant and Haslett, 2007), it is clear that, whether due to a storm or tsunami, the Bristol Channel and Severn Estuary has experienced infrequent historic high-energy events and that the geomorphic and/or stratigraphic signatures of these may be present in the coastal landscape. Identifying and analysing such signatures may also provide an understanding of the particular physical impacts of such events in the region and, in the case of the 1607 flood, may offer a means of identifying its cause.

Relatively coarse sediment layers occurring in coastal deposits have generally provided a signature of the impact of high-magnitude, low frequency events, such as a storm or tsunami (Clague and Bobrowsky, 1994; Dawson, 1994; Pinegina et al., 1996). These sediment layers occur either covering or embedded within coastal plains, marshes, dunes and cliffs, with a thickness typically ranging from 1 to 40 cm. For tsunami, the lowest wave heights that can unequivocally generate these deposits are about 1.5 m in height. This is enough to overwash flat coastlines and marshes, and potentially lay down spatially coherent layers of sediment both alongshore and inland. The majority of these deposits consist of sand, although silt, gravel (including boulders) and even muds have been noted (Goff and Chagué-Goff, 1999). The recent 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami event, in many places evinced this signature laying down a sand layer up to 0.70 m thick in Sumatra.

Figure 1. The (a) general location and (b) the study area and sites mentioned in the text.
and 0.25 m thick in Sri Lanka. However, in Thailand, the tsunami laid down sand layers only a few centimetres thick despite having flow depths in excess of 3 m. Storm surges may locally produce similar deposits in flooded areas and, additionally, layers of aeolian transported sediment may also be associated with storms. Therefore, although variable in terms of texture and thickness, such sediment layers may provide evidence for the minimum spatial extent of the impact of historic high-energy events.

The general aim of this paper is to undertake a reconnaissance study to identify and initially evaluate sites that may potentially provide evidence of high-energy coastal events within three areas of NW Europe (Figure 1); southwest Britain (Bristol Channel, Severn Estuary, and Scilly Isles), Brittany (northwest France), and Ireland. This is achieved here through:

1. Basic field descriptions of sites with information of the general physical setting (including an estimation of elevation), stratigraphy, palaeontology and archaeology where appropriate.
2. Preliminary dating of most deposits through radiocarbon assay on samples collected in the field.
3. Preliminary exploration of depositional setting of suitable deposits through laboratory-based micropalaeontological techniques, particularly the palaeoenvironmental potential of foraminifera in these contexts.
4. Consideration of some previously published sites alongside those newly identified in the field reconnaissance.

A goal of this study is to provide an inventory of sites that indicate potential high-energy deposits that warrant future systematic analysis, including precise altitudinal and topographic surveying, detailed palaeoenvironmental analyses, rigorous dating using a variety of methods, such as chemosтратigraphy and Optically Stimulated Luminescence (OSL) in addition to standard and Accelerator Mass Spectrometry (AMS) radiocarbon techniques. Such a systematic treatment of the new sites presented here is some years off, although two are already underway, and therefore the timely publication of this reconnaissance will contribute to the ongoing debate and add valuable preliminary data that will assist future research into high-energy deposits in NW Europe.

2. Southwest Britain

Seven new sites with potential high-energy deposits are identified from this area, from Croyde Bay and Westward Ho! in north Devon; Llangennith, Porthcawl and Rumney in South Wales; Oldbury-on-Severn in Gloucestershire; and Sand Bay in Somerset (see Figure 1). In addition, Big Pool, a previously published site from St. Agnes on the Scilly Isles, is included.

2.1 Croyde Bay

Croyde Bay comprises a large beach and dune system bounded north and south by rocky headlands of Devonian metamorphics mantled in places by Pleistocene raised beach and head deposits (Greenwood, 1972). On the southern shore of the bay a 0.33 m thick coarse shelly sand and gravel deposit (Figure 2a) occupies a 4.1 m deep ledge eroded into cliffs of Pleistocene head that rise a further 1.95 m in height behind the ledge. The deposit occurs 1.42 m above the rock platform that itself is positioned high in the tidal frame and locally vegetated with terrestrial plants. However, remnants of the shelly sand and gravel deposit occur on the high platform, extending 18.6 m seaward of the cliff face, suggesting a formerly much larger extent of the deposit, possibly reaching a maximum thickness of 1.75 m. The deposit appears to be relatively unstratified with gravel clasts floating in a shelly sand matrix, although there is an overall concentration of coarser material towards the base of the deposit. Examination of a sediment sample under reflected light microscopy revealed fragments of marine molluscs that show signs of etching and dissolution, suggesting that the sediment has been exposed to subaerial weathering for some time since deposition. Indeed, smaller calcareous components, such as foraminifera, appear to have been removed by dissolution. An intact specimen of the relatively large marine mollusc Littorina littorea was collected in situ from just above the basal contact with the underlying head and submitted for radiocarbon dating (1), yielding a date of 400±40 BP. However, when the marine reservoir correction is applied (with ΔR 22±54) the date is modern.

2.2 Westward Ho!

An extensive salt marsh system lies sheltered behind the north-south orientated Westward Ho! gravel barrier (May, 2003a) on the southern shore of the Taw-Torridge Estuary (Figure 2b). Tidal access to the marsh is via a tidal creek situated to the east of the barrier, so that high marsh occurs immediately behind the barrier with the intertidal surface descending to the east. From three 1 m cores taken in the marsh, 118-150 m east of the barrier, the sequence within the top 1 m comprises
Figure 2. a) Cliff section of coarse shelly sand deposit at Croyde, southwest Britain, taken in September 2004 (note car keys for scale); b) View east across the back-barrier salt marsh at Westward Ho!, southwest Britain, taken from the crest of the Westward Ho! gravel barrier in September 2004; c) Gravel stratified in salt marsh deposits at Westward Ho!, southwest Britain, taken in September 2004 (the large gravel clast is c. 0.15 m in diameter); d) An accumulation of boulders at Sker Point, Porthcawl, southwest Britain, deposited above HAT, taken in April 2005 (note the backpack used for scale is 0.38 m tall by 0.28 m wide); e) Oyster shells adhering to boulders at Sker Point, Porthcawl, southwest Britain, taken in April 2005 (note bent spatula for scale is 0.25 m long and the handle is 0.025 m wide).
mainly grey silty-clay, but with a distinct fine to medium sand layer, which spans 0.44-0.55 m depth. Under reflected light microscopy, the grey silty-clay contains a similar foraminifera assemblage to that seen in a sample from the modern salt marsh including *Ammonia beccarii limnetes*, *Elphidium williamsoni*, and *Haynesina germanica*, and therefore represents salt marsh deposition. Foraminifera from the sand layer, however, include *Ammonia beccarii batavus*, *Asterigerinata mamilla*, *Cibicides lobatulus*, and *Elphidium macellum*, all inner shelf species (Murray, 1979) and similar to those found in a sample from the contemporary beach in front of the barrier, which only differs in that *Quinqueloculina* spp also occur. The barrier often is breached, most recently in 1962 (Keene, 1997), and the sand layer documented here may record one such event, with inner shelf sediment being transported through the barrier onto the back-barrier marsh surface. Furthermore, the modern tidal creeks possess a scattered cobble lag on their bed and occasionally these cobbles can be seen eroding out of the salt marsh sequence. The example shown in Figure 2c occurs at a depth of 0.5 m in the sequence, i.e. at a similar depth to the sand layer, but 700 m east of the barrier. However, human agency cannot yet be excluded as an explanation for the occurrence of isolated gravel clasts within the salt marsh system.

2.3 Llangennith

Llangennith is situated in the west of the Gower Peninsula in South Wales on the eastern shore of Carmarthen Bay (May, 2003b) in the Bristol Channel. The coast is characterised by a north-south orientated beach-dune system behind which a wetland called Llangennith Moors has formed. An east-west transect of 1 m cores was made across Llangennith Moor with Core 1 situated c. 150 m behind the dunes, then four more cores extending east in 30 m intervals across the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Lab code</th>
<th>$^{14}$C Age</th>
<th>2σ calibration (INTCAL04)</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Southwest Britain</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bristol</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel/Severn Estuary</td>
<td>Croyde Shell</td>
<td>Beta-207016</td>
<td>400 ± 40 BP</td>
<td>Invalid date</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Llangennith Peat below sand layer</td>
<td>Beta-207019</td>
<td>210 ± 40 BP</td>
<td>AD 1530–1952</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Oldbury Wood</td>
<td>Beta-207021</td>
<td>180 ± 40 BP</td>
<td>AD 1649–1953</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rumney Bone</td>
<td>Beta-206730</td>
<td>150 ± 40 BP</td>
<td>AD 1666–1953</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Porthcawl Shell</td>
<td>Beta-207023</td>
<td>450 ± 40</td>
<td>Invalid date</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scilly Isles</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Big Pool (St. Agnes) Top of sand layer</td>
<td>BP-22S</td>
<td>260 ± 40 (OSL dated)</td>
<td>AD 1700–1780</td>
<td>Banerjee et al. (2001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Big Pool (St. Agnes) Base of sand layer</td>
<td>BP-90S</td>
<td>380 ± 60 (OSL dated)</td>
<td>AD 1560–1680</td>
<td>Banerjee et al. (2001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Brittany</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Penhors Shell</td>
<td>Beta-145237</td>
<td>410 ± 60</td>
<td>Invalid date</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pointe de la Torche Shell</td>
<td>Beta-145238</td>
<td>520 ± 70</td>
<td>AD 1635–1955</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Préfaille Shell</td>
<td>Beta-132555</td>
<td>260 ± 80</td>
<td>Invalid date</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Porz Carn Shell</td>
<td>GIF-891</td>
<td>1100 ± 90</td>
<td>AD 1070–1428</td>
<td>Giot (1998)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Baie des Trépassé Peat below sand layer</td>
<td>Beta-57658</td>
<td>840 ± 70</td>
<td>AD1068–1265</td>
<td>Devoy et al. (1996)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Western Ireland</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bran Lough Peat above sand layer (core 1)</td>
<td>Beta-62536</td>
<td>360 ± 60 BP</td>
<td>AD 1443–1645</td>
<td>Devoy et al. (1996)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bran Lough Peat below sand layer (core 1)</td>
<td>Beta-62537</td>
<td>530 ± 60 BP</td>
<td>AD 1296–1453</td>
<td>Devoy et al. (1996)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bran Lough Peat below sand layer (core 4)</td>
<td>Beta-62538</td>
<td>570 ± 60 BP</td>
<td>AD 1293–1436</td>
<td>Devoy et al. (1996)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Radiocarbon dates calibrated using the CALIB 5.0.2 programme (Stuiver et al., 2005) that uses INTCAL04 (Reimer et al., 2004) and regional ΔR values (Hughen et al., 2004; Stuiver et al., 2005)

All shell samples are assumed to be 100% marine carbon.
Moor, producing a 120 m transect. The lithostratigraphy comprised an upper sandy-clayey peat (0.17 – 0.25 m thick) and a grey-brown sand layer with rusty mottling (0.05 – 0.13 m thick), underlain by a dark-brown peat. A sample was collected from the top of the lower peat at the contact with the sand layer (Table 1) that yielded a date of 210±40 BP (AD 1530-1952). Microscopic analysis of the sand found subrounded quartz, iron concretions and, as expected with acid bog conditions, no calcareous marine microfossils.

2.4 Porthcawl

Porthcawl is a town situated on the northern shore of the Bristol Channel in South Wales, where to the west of the town a series of Carboniferous Limestone headlands produce an overall northwest-southeast trending coastline (Wilson et al., 1990). The most northwesterly headland is Sker Point where a rock platform supports an extensive imbricated boulder deposit that extends above the level of Highest Astronomical Tide (HAT). Figure 2d shows large imbricated boulders deposited in the splash zone above HAT as indicated by the growth of Xanthoria parietina (orange) lichen that characterises this zone (Cremona, 1988). The lichens are of a relatively large size suggesting the boulders were perhaps emplaced in the splash zone some time ago. These boulders are anomalous here as the local transported beach deposits typically

Figure 3. a) Cliff section of coarse sand layer(s), with undulating upper surface, in salt marsh silts at Rumney, southwest Britain, taken in September 2004 (note the handle of the bent spatula for scale is 0.025 m wide); b) Cliff section showing gravel clasts at the lithological contact between the underlying Romano-British Wentlooge Formation and overlying post-Medieval salt marsh silts at Oldbury, southwest Britain, taken in September 2004 (note the handle of the bent spatula for scale is 0.025 m wide); c) Cliff section showing a wooden post severed coincident with the lithological contact between the underlying Romano-British Wentlooge Formation and overlying post-Medieval salt marsh silts at Oldbury, southwest Britain, taken in September 2004 (note the handle of the bent spatula for scale is 0.025 m wide); d) Cliff section through gravel deposit at Sand Bay, southwest Britain, taken in May 2006 (note spade for scale is 0.97 m long).
contain cobble and small boulder sized material (Bluck, 1967). On one of the smaller boulders in a boulder accumulation, the remains of oyster shells were found still adhering to the boulder surface (Figure 2e). A sample was radiocarbon dated (Table 1) and yielded a date of 450±40 BP, which when the marine reservoir correction is applied (with ΔR 22±54) is modern.

2.5 Rumney

Rumney Great Wharf is a salt marsh on the northern shore of the Severn Estuary in South Wales, near to the city of Cardiff. The salt marsh lies seaward of a flood defence wall that protects the low-lying area of the Gwent Levels from marine inundation. The salt marsh is actively eroding and the resulting cliff exposures have been described in detail by Allen (1987). A lower laminated grey silty-clay representing largely pre-Roman (c. 2000 cal. yrs BP) estuarine deposition is overlain by post-Medieval brown salt marsh silts. Within these silts, a distinct dark coarse sand layer occurs with thinner partings and an undulating surface (Figure 3a). It is moderately well sorted, but small clasts of gravel, marine shells, occasional bone and teeth are seen floating in the coarse sand matrix. A sheep’s tooth was collected for radiocarbon dating (Table 1) from the sand layer 0.7-0.82 m below the modern salt marsh surface and yielded a date of 150±40 BP (AD 1666-1953).

2.6 Oldbury-on-Severn

Oldbury-on-Severn is situated on the English side of the Severn Estuary, with a similar coastal context to Rumney Great Wharf, described in detail by Allen and Fulford (1992) with a lower laminated grey silty-clay overlain by brown post-Medieval salt marsh sediments underlying the modern salt marsh surface. The contact between these two units represents an historic agricultural land surface that was abandoned with sea defence setback in the post-Medieval period. However, numerous clasts of rounded gravel occur scattered on this historic land surface and can be seen eroding out of the modern salt marsh cliffs at the stratigraphic contact between the lower and upper units (Figure 3b). A wooden stake is also seen eroding out of the cliff and appears to have been driven from the historic land surface into the lower grey silty-clay. The stake appears subsequently to have been snapped off at palaeo-ground level i.e. at the stratigraphic contact, and therefore, may immediately predate the abandonment of the historic land surface (Figure 3c). A sample of wood was collected from the stake for radiocarbon dating (Table 1) and yielded a date of 180±40 BP (AD 1649-1953). Microscopic analysis of the brown silty-clay immediately above the stratigraphic contact yielded *Ammonia beccarii*, *Elphidium williamsoni* and *Haynesina germanica*, foraminifera typical of low to mid salt marsh environments.

2.7 Sand Bay

Sand Bay is situated on the southern shore of the outer Severn Estuary and comprises a 2 km long, fine sand beach fringing an extensive mudflat bounded to the north and south by the Carboniferous Limestone headlands of Sand Point and Worlebury respectively (Whittaker, 1983). At the northern end of the bay salt marsh has developed and is prograding seaward. At the southern end, however, a 1.2m-thick, stratified, coarse-elastic deposit forms a 25-35 m-wide, vegetated terrace that lies 2.3 m above HAT. The deposit is overlain by a 0.2m accumulation of dune sand. Modern beach deposits are banked up in front of the cliff face (Figure 3d). Neither shell nor archaeologcial material has yet been dated from the deposit, but given its altitude it is possible that it is an historic high-energy deposit.

2.8 Big Pool

Big Pool is a freshwater lagoon situated landward of dunes on the coast of St. Agnes, a granite island in the Scilly Isles archipelago offshore southwest Cornwall (Figure 4a). Sediments deposited in the pool have been described by Foster et al. (1991) who record >1m sequence comprising a 68cm thick marine sand layer occurring between lower and upper peats. They obtained radiocarbon dates for the peats in order to constrain the age of the sand layer, however, Banerjee et al. (2001) acquired Optically-Stimulated Luminescence (OSL) ages on the bottom and top of the sand layer itself (Table 1). These dates indicate that the sand layer was deposited between 380±60 and 260±40 years BP i.e. AD 1560-1780.

3. Brittany, France

Three new sites with high-energy deposits are described from this area, from Penhors, Pointe de la Torche, and Préfaille along the Atlantic coast of Brittany (see Figure 1). In addition, the previously published sites of Porz Carn and Baie des Trépassé are also included.

3.1 Baie des Trépassé

This site is located on the tip of Cap Sizun a large granite promontory on the western coast of Brittany. It consists of a sandy bay-head beach with backing dunes (Figure 4b) and a freshwater back-barrier lagoon with the headlands of Pointe du Van...
and Pointe du Raz to the north and south respectively. Devoy et al. (1996) report a radiocarbon date from peat at the contact below an apparently marine sand layer within the back-barrier lagoon. The date returned is 840±70 BP (AD 1068-1265).

3.2 Penhors

Penhors is situated within the Baie d’Audierne on the western coast of Brittany and lies at the transition within the bay between the erosion-dominated northern headland of Pointe du Raz and the central depositional zone of the bay. Here cliffs rising to c. 5.44 m NGF (Nivellement Général de la France that represents mean sea level at Marseilles) expose a palaeo-shore platform eroded into metamorphic schist (Haslett and Curr, 1998) upon which c. 1.5 m of Quaternary deposits have accumulated. These include 0.15 m of a frost-shattered Eemian beach lying on the basement, passing up into 0.35 m thick Weichselian solifluction ‘head’ deposits (Haslett and Curr, 2001). This Pleistocene sequence is capped by 1 m of stratified Holocene dune sands with two layers of rounded gravel (small pebbles and shingle) spanning 0.75-0.85 m and 0.4-0.6 m depths (Figure 5a). The dune sand contains a rich terrestrial gastropod fauna similar to that described from a nearby sequence by Haslett et al. (2000). A sample of the upper gravel layer yielded a sparse marine mollusc fauna comprising 49 specimens of Gibbula umbilicalis, six Patella vulgata, five Littorina littoralis, and four Nucula lapillus, species that inhabit the modern foreshore at Penhors. Specimens were submitted for radiocarbon dating and yielded a date of 410±60 BP, which when the
marine reservoir correction is applied (with $\Delta R - 20 \pm 44$) is modern (Table 1).

3.3 Pointe de la Torche

This site is situated on a small granite peninsula towards the southern end of the Baie d’Audierne in western Brittany, c. 10 km south of Penhors. Quaternary deposits approximately 1.6 m thick are seen in a low cliff resting on a granite palaeo-shore platform, comprising 0.35 m of Pleistocene head overlain by 0.65 m of gastropod-rich dune sand and capped by a 0.50 m unit of gravel and sand containing marine molluscs (Figure 5b). A sample of the gravel unit yielded 34 specimens of *Littorina littoralis*, 30 *Gibbula umbilicalis*, eight *Patella vulgata*, and seven *Nucula lapillus*. Specimens were submitted for radiocarbon dating and yielded a date of 520±70 BP, which when the marine reservoir correction is applied (with $\Delta R - 20 \pm 44$) returns a calendar age of AD 1635-1955 (Table 1). The gravel is topped by 0.1 m of modern dune sand, but the site is deflating due to ground-surface erosion caused by intense tourist usage.

3.4 Porz Carn

Porz Carn is a small sandy embayment adjacent to Pointe de la Torche at the southern end
of the Baie d’Audierne, with the granite headland of Penmarch lying immediately to the south (see Figure 1). The bay-head beach is backed by an extensive dune system that is scoured in places. A gravel layer up to c. 0.78 m thick was described by Giot (1998) interbedded within the dune and comprising small pebbles and shingle with occasional marine molluscs (Figure 5c). A radiocarbon date from shell yielded a date of 1100±90 BP, which when the marine reservoir correction is applied (with ΔR =-20±44) returns a date of AD 1070-1428 (Table 1).

3.5 Préfaille

Préfaille is located near the town of Pornic along the southeast Brittany coast of the Bay of Biscay. Here a similar morphostratigraphic situation to that of Penhors and Pointe de la Torche occurs with Quaternary deposits overlying a palaeo-shore platform eroded into metamorphic basement. Two discrete layers of small quartz pebbles occur within a 0.7 m thick soil profile (a section of which is shown in Figure 5d) exposed in the 4 m NGF cliffs along the Corniche de la Roche and elsewhere. The upper and thicker gravel layer yielded marine mollusc specimens of Littorina littorea, Mytilus edulis, Ostrea edulis and Patella vulgata. Specimens were submitted for radiocarbon dating and yielded a date of 260±80 BP, which when the marine reservoir correction is applied (with ΔR =-20±44) is modern (Table 1).

4. Western Ireland

Devoy et al. (1996) identify a sand layer interbedded within peat in a back-barrier wetland setting at Bran Lough in western Ireland. One radiocarbon date from above, and two from below, the sand layer (at contacts with peat) have been obtained. The details are given in Table 1, but it would seem that the sand layer was emplaced from a marine source (Devoy et al., 1996) between AD 1293-1645.

5. Discussion

The character of the potential high-energy deposits identified in this reconnaissance study varies from sands-to-gravels of various sizes. The sand layers contrast distinctly from the autochthonous peats of the back-barrier wetlands and the silts of the salt marsh environment. From the preliminary, and previously published, data presented here it appears that the sand layers at Rumney, Big Pool, Baie des Trépassés, and Bran Lough represent the high-energy incursion of marine waters into marsh and back-barrier wetland settings, whilst the sand layer at Llangennith may alternatively represent the aeolian reworking of sands from seaward dunes during a storm. The gravel deposits contrast also with the silty salt marsh, sandy dune and soil sequences in which they occur and, unlike sand, their emplacement may only be readily explained by high-energy wave activity. Boulder accumulations, such as at Porthcawl, are evidence of such activity at the coast, whilst cliff-top gravels, such as at Croyde, Penhors, Pointe de la Torche, and Préfaille, and gravel layers stratified in dunes (i.e. Porz Carn) and wetland deposits (i.e. Oldbury) attest to the possible overtopping and inland penetration of high-energy waters.

Generally, sites do not appear to record multiple high-energy events. Although a few sites, such as Penhors and Préfaille, display two gravel layers, the lower is always the thinnest, which suggests the pair could have been deposited by different waves within the same event, as is known to occur with tsunamis (Bryant, 2001). It seems that the post-AD 1000 sedimentary archive in the region records either only the most extreme high-energy events, and/or the most recent event, eroding previous deposits. If this were not the case, one would expect more numerous high-energy deposits to occur both spatially and temporally within stratigraphic sequences.

To explore the timing of deposition of the high-energy deposits identified here it is necessary to first consider the marine carbonate derived radiocarbon dates separately from dates obtained from terrestrial organic material. This must be done because there are difficulties in correcting marine carbonate samples for the marine reservoir effect from coastal and, indeed, estuarine settings where the influence of freshwater inflow and terrestrial runoff into coastal waters is poorly understood. These effects on shell carbon should be quantified for individual estuaries (Ulm, 2002). In such settings, it is likely that applying the marine reservoir correction factor will yield calendar ages that are too young.

Figure 6a displays radiocarbon ages for dates obtained from samples of terrestrial organic matter (i.e. peat, wood, and bone). There appears to be three groups of events, a recent group from the Bristol Channel and Severn Estuary (i.e. Rumney, Oldbury and Llangennith), and two older events defined by the dates from Bran Lough and Baie des Trépassés. Figure 6b shows radiocarbon dates from marine shells, uncorrected for the marine reservoir effect. At least two groups of events are discernible, with an older event defined by the sample from Porz Carn, and a recent group comprising (oldest to youngest dates) Pointe de la Torche, Porthcawl, Penhors, Croyde, and Préfaille. This recent group may be subdivided further as the ages for Pointe de la Torche and Croyde/Préfaille do not overlap, but only by 10 radiocarbon years in the case of Croyde. However, given the uncertainty...
of the marine reservoir effect and the fact that the corrected and calibrated calendar age for the Pointe de la Torche sample spans AD 1635-1955, there seems little point in making this subdivision. This group can be considered as one.

Figure 6c plots the calibrated calendar ages of radiocarbon and OSL dates from Table 1. Four shell dates had to be omitted, because, when they were corrected for the marine reservoir effect, they returned modern dates. This information should be used to formulate future field strategies for the collection and dating of shell material, because unless the sample is sufficiently old a modern date will result. This is clearly a flaw in radiocarbon analysis and one that should be addressed, particularly in dating samples from less than normal marine conditions, where terrestrial carbon may influence the dates (Ingram and Southon, 1996; Ulm, 2002). Indeed, in Queensland estuaries, Ulm (2002) noted that the $\Delta R$ value could be up to -155±55, which could significantly affect calibrated results. For example, if this extreme is applied to the radiocarbon date obtained here for shells collected at Pointe de la Torche, the calibrated age changes from AD 1635-1955 to AD 1459-1846. Additionally, if an allowance is made for the incorporation of terrestrial carbon by up to 30% in the shell then a yet older date is returned of AD 1426-1691. On this basis, even the sample from Préfaille, that returned a modern date, yields an age range of AD 1676-1955. Corrected radiocarbon ages of marine shell could be very sensitive to the local correction factor, which at present is often applied at a very broad regional scale.

The calibrated dates in Figure 6c indicated two groupings: 1) a Medieval Group comprising Baie des Trépassés and Porz Carn in Brittany that indicate a high-energy event(s) occurring between the late 11th to early 16th century; and 2) a Post-Medieval Group comprising Big Pool, Llangennith, Pointe de la Torche, Oldbury and Rumney that record high energy events from the late 16th century to the present day. Bran Lough is an exception as the timing of the event that is recorded there, by peats above and below a sand layer, spans the two groups. At the coarse scale, these groups may be expressing events related to major variations of climate, such as the Medieval Warm Period and the Little Ice Age. The Medieval period along the Brittany coast is noted for its massive storms, two of which may be significant here. The Lucia Flood storm of 14 December 1287 significantly eroded marshland in northern France, while the All Saints Flood of 1-6 November 1570 affected most of Western Europe, killing an estimated 400,000 people (Lamb, 1982; Bryant, 2005).

Although each one of the deposits plotted on Figure 6c may represent a distinct high-energy event it is interesting to compare these with known post-medieval events. These comprise the devastating coastal flood of 1607 (Bryant and Haslett, 2003), the Great Storm of 1703 (Bryne, 2003), and the tsunami generated by the Lisbon earthquake of 1755 (Chester, 2001), and are indicated on Figure 17c. As a minimum, such an exercise assists in the elimination of candidate events, so that it is possible that the Rumney sand layer and the Oldbury and Pointe de la Torche gravel layers where deposited as a result of either the 1703 storm or 1755 tsunami. The sand layers at Llangennith and Big Pool may also have been deposited by these events, but it is also possible that they are the result of the 1607 flood. It is interesting to note that Foster et al. (1991) and Banerjee et al. (2001) consider the Big Pool sand layer to have been deposited by the 1755 tsunami, however, such a precise attribution is not justified on chronological grounds alone. The Bran Lough
The sand layer may have been deposited by the 1607 flood event, but it could equally well be assigned to the event(s) represented by the older Medieval Group. As with the problems outlined above regarding dating shell material, it appears that little chronological clarity is gained in radiocarbon dating post-medieval samples as the 2σ range can span the last 500 years (e.g. Llangennith). However, some dates do appear to discriminate between the 1607 and later events.

Concerning the Severn Estuary, Allen (1987) considered that the inception of the modern salt marsh at Rumney dated to the 16th century, whereas all other salt marshes in the Severn Estuary had been eroded away before recommencing deposition in the mid-17th century. Allen (1996) later, based on archaeological evidence, suggested that even at Rumney the salt marsh had been lost through erosion and that the modern salt marsh there, also, is no older than the mid-17th century. The present study supports Allen’s (1996) findings and refutes the suggestions of Allen (1987) and Bryant and Haslett (2003) that the sand layer may have been deposited by the 1607 flood; however, as suggested above, it may well have been deposited by the Great Storm of 1703 as proposed earlier as an alternative explanation by Allen (1987). The complete erosion of salt marsh in the Severn Estuary prior to c. 1650 may be due to cyclical changes in the estuary or climate/wave regime, but alternatively they may have been scoured by high velocity flow during a high-energy event, with the 1607 flood being a candidate. Many examples of significant intertidal scouring and erosion of salt marshes and mangroves, which may be analogous, are evident in before-and-after aerial/satellite images of Indian Ocean coastlines following the tsunami in 2004.

Older (pre-AD 1000) high-energy deposits that occur within the region are few, but include a sand layer lying at 15.48 m NGF in northern Brittany that Regnauld et al. (1995) attribute to a storm surge dated to 810-550 BC (2460±80 BP; Pa1200) and another dated to 6145 BC (7310±80 BP; lab code not given) from a nearby site (Regnauld et al., 1996). Such records suggest there is great potential in investigating the Holocene coastal sedimentary archives of northwest Europe for high-energy deposits that may add to understanding of the frequency, source and impact of high-energy events.

### 6. Conclusions

1. Through reconnaissance field and laboratory work, this study has identified a number of potential historic (post-AD 1000) high-energy deposits from 10 new sites along the Atlantic coast of Southwest Britain and Brittany, and the results are discussed alongside some previously published sites from these areas and western Ireland. Eight new radiocarbon dates are presented from sand and gravel deposits from salt marsh, coastal wetland, back-barrier, dune and cliff-top coastal settings. These new sites warrant systematic analysis in the future.

2. Generally, individual sites do not appear to record multiple high-energy events, suggesting that either only the most extreme and/or most recent events are registered in the sedimentary archive of the region.

3. Radiocarbon dating of marine shell material that, from their stratigraphic context, are likely to be of some antiquity, often return modern dates when corrected for the marine reservoir effect. As reported by other authors, this is likely to be a consequence of the poor understanding of the contribution of terrestrial carbon in coastal and estuarine waters, and suggests that the application of broad regional ΔR values is clearly inappropriate at the local scale.

4. Two groupings of radiocarbon dates are recognised, and assigned here to a Medieval Group and a Post-Medieval Group. Although this division may be an expression of climate-related events associated with the Medieval Warm Period and the Little Ice Age, it allows the comparison to be made with known individual historic (post-AD 1000) regional ocean-sourced high-energy events, such as the Lucia Flood of 1287, the All Saint’s Day Flood of 1570, the 1607 Flood, the Great Storm of 1703, and the Lisbon seismogenic tsunami of 1755.
5. In the Severn Estuary, this study confirms that no extant salt marsh is older than the mid-17th century and that all pre-existing salt marsh was lost through erosion either through cyclical changes in the estuarine environment or through the impact of a high-energy event, such as the 1607 flood, that through high velocity flow stripped out the salt marsh in a way analogous to examples associated with the Indian Ocean tsunami of 2004.

6. Some older examples of high-energy deposits, taken with the new data presented here, indicate that the region has the potential, within the limitations of the analytical and dating techniques available, to allow for records of frequency and magnitude of Holocene high-energy events to be established.
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